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Good Morning Magnolia Lace 

  
Stamps:  Good Morning Magnolia 
Ink: Mossy Meadow, Petal Pink, Stampin’ Blends: Petal Pink Combo, Light Old Olive, Versamark 
Cardstock:  Whisper White, Basic Black, Petal Pink, Magnolia Memory Designer, Mossy Meadow 
Accessories:  SNAIL, Mini Stampin’ Dimensionals, Glue Dots, Paper Snips, Medium Whisper White 
Envelopes, Embossing Buddy, White Stampin’ Emboss Powder, Heat Tool, Magnolia Memory Dies, 
Magnolia Lane Ribbon Combo Pack, Stitched Nested Labels Dies, Liquid Glue, Lace 3-D Embossing 
Folder 
Measurements:  
Basic Black card base:8 ½: x 5 ½”, scored & folded at 4 ¼” 
Whisper White front layer: 4” x 5 ¼”    Mossy Meadow for greeting label: 2 ½” x 3 ¾” 
Inside: Petal Pink: 4” x 5 ¼” Mossy Meadow: 3 5/8” x 4 7/8” Whisper White: 3 ½” x 4 ¾”  
Petal Pink for inside flower: 2 ¼” x 2”  Mossy Meadow for inside leaves: scraps 
Magnolia Lane Ribbon: about 4 inches of the wide ribbon and about 6 inches of the twine. 
Stamping tips:  
Ink the inside of the Lace embossing folder with Petal Pink ink. If you can’t decide which side you 
want inked, ink them both and then you can choose after you have cranked it through the embossing 
machine. Adhere to the card front with SNAIL. 
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Rub Mossy Meadow with Embossing Buddy. Stamp greeting with Versamark. Sprinkle with white 
embossing powder. Heat with Heat Tool. Cut out with a Stitched Nested Labels Die. Adhere to card 
front with dimensionals. Use the coordinating Magnolia Memory die to cut out a bloom from the 
designer paper. Adhere beside the greeting with dimensionals. 

  
Fold over the wider ribbon with the ends even. Put a glue dot between the layers to hold in place. 
Wrap and tie the twine around the ribbon, pulling tight and tying in a bow or a knot. Trim ends of both 
ribbons with scissors. Adhere to base of bloom with a glue dot. 

 
Adhere inside Petal Pink layer with SNAIL. Stamp sentiment on white layer with Mossy Meadow ink, 
leaving room for the bloom to fit above it. Cut out the Petal Pink bloom and leaves with Magnolia 
Memory dies. Adhere above the sentiment with tiny dots of liquid glue. Adhere to Mossy Meadow 
layer with SNAIL. Adhere inside card with SNAIL. 

 
 
To add DSP to the outside of the envelope flap, add a line of SNAIL all around the edges of the flap. 
Adhere the DSP piece to the flap, lining up the edge of the piece with the top fold of the flap. Press 
the DSP securely all around the edges, then trim the DSP to match the shape of the flap with 
scissors. Stamp front of envelope to match card if desired. 
  


